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 All teachers at the school meet the registration requirements of the Victorian Institute of Teaching (www.vit.vic.edu.au). 

 The school meets prescribed minimum standards for registration as regulated by the Victorian Registration and Qualifications 
Authority (VRQA) in accordance with the Education and Training Reform (ETR) Act 2006. This includes schools granted an 
exemption by the VRQA until 31 December 2021 from the minimum standards for student enrolment numbers and/or 
curriculum framework for school language program. 

 The school is compliant with the Child Safe Standards prescribed in Ministerial Order No. 870 – Child Safe Standards, 
Managing Risk of Child Abuse in School. 

Attested on 15 March 2022 at 09:33 AM by Michael Pepprell (Principal) 

 

 This 2021 Annual Report to the School Community has been tabled and endorsed at a meeting of the school council and will 
be publicly shared with the school community   

Attested on 06 May 2022 at 12:52 PM by Megan Dare (School Council President) 

 

https://www.vit.vic.edu.au/
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How to read the Annual Report 

What does the ‘About Our School’ commentary section of this report refer to? 

The ‘About our school’ commentary provides a brief background on the school, an outline of the school’s performance over the year 
and future directions. 

The ‘School Context’ describes the school’s vision, values and purpose. Details include the school’s geographic location, size and 
structure, social characteristics, enrolment characteristics and special programs. 

The ‘Framework for Improving Student Outcomes (FISO)’ section includes the improvement initiatives the school has selected and the 
progress they have made towards achieving them through the implementation of their School Strategic Plan and Annual 
Implementation Plan. 

What does the ‘Performance Summary’ section of this report refer to? 

The Performance Summary includes the following: 

School Profile 

 student enrolment information 

 the school’s ‘Student Family Occupation and Education’ category 

 a summary of parent responses in the Parent Opinion Survey, shown against the statewide average for Specialist 
schools 

 school staff responses in the area of School Climate in the School Staff Survey, shown against the statewide 
average for Specialist schools 

Achievement 

 English and Mathematics for Teacher Judgements against the curriculum 

Engagement  

Student attendance and engagement at school, including: 

 how many exiting students go on to further studies or full-time work 

Results are displayed for the latest year and the average of the last four years (where available). 

Considering COVID-19 when interpreting the Performance Summary 

The Victorian community's experience of COVID-19, including remote and flexible learning, had a significant impact on normal school 
operations in 2020 and 2021. This impacted the conduct of assessments and surveys. Readers should be aware of this when 
interpreting the Performance Summary. 

For example, in 2020 and 2021 school-based surveys ran under changed circumstances. Absence data may have been influenced by 
local processes and procedures adopted in response to remote and flexible learning. 

Schools should keep this in mind when using this data for planning and evaluation purposes.  
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How to read the Annual Report (continued) 

What does ‘NDP’ or ‘NDA’ mean? 

‘NDP’ refers to no data being published for privacy reasons or where there are insufficient underlying data. For example, very low 
numbers of participants or characteristics that may lead to identification will result in an ‘NDP’ label. 

‘NDA’ refers to no data being available. Some schools have no data for particular measures due to low enrolments. There may be no 
students enrolled in some year levels, so school comparisons are not possible. 

Note that new schools only have the latest year of data and no comparative data from previous years. The Department also recognises 
unique circumstances in Specialist, Select Entry, English Language, Community Schools and schools that changed school type 
recently, where school-to-school comparisons are not appropriate. 

What is the ‘Towards Foundation Level Victorian Curriculum’? 

The Victorian Curriculum is assessed through teacher judgements of student achievement based on classroom learning. 

The ‘Towards Foundation Level Victorian Curriculum’ is integrated directly into the curriculum and is referred to as ‘Levels A to D’. 

‘Levels A to D’ may be used for students with disabilities or students who may have additional learning needs 

‘Levels A to D’ are not associated with any set age or year level that links chronological age to cognitive progress (i.e., there is no age 
expected standard of achievement for ‘Levels A to D’). 
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About Our School 

School context 

Bayside Special Developmental School (SDS) is a specialist school located in Moorabbin which provides a range of 

educational and therapeutic programs for student’s aged 2.8 to 18 years, who have moderate to severe intellectual 

disabilities. A number of students have multiple disabilities including autism, physical or sensory impairments and 

conditions requiring medical interventions and management. During 2021 the school operated 10 school aged classes 

for 64 students and in addition conducted an Early Education Program which serviced 10 students on a part time basis.  

 

At Bayside Special Developmental School, the health, safety and wellbeing of all children and young people is the 

highest priority. Bayside Special Developmental School works in partnership with The Royal Children’s Hospital and 

the Monash Medical Centre to develop care plans and train members of staff in the care and management of students 

with additional medical needs. The school strives to ensure the safety and wellbeing of children and young people at 

school at all times. There is a zero tolerance of child abuse, and all allegations and safety concerns are treated 

seriously and consistently. Bayside Special Developmental School is committed to creating a safe, respectful and 

inclusive school environment where all students can be happy, confident and resilient, regardless of their sexual or 

gender identity, cultural background, disability or other circumstances. We take account of the diversity of all children, 

including the needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children, children from culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds, children with disabilities and vulnerable children. 

 

During 2021 Bayside Special Developmental School did not offer programs for overseas students. 

 

The schools vision, purpose and values are: 

 

Vision: Our vision is to maximise educational opportunities, engagement and enrichment for students with moderate to 

severe intellectual disabilities in an environment which is safe, welcoming and fun. 

 

Purpose: To provide educational programs for students with moderate to severe intellectual disabilities . 

 

Values:  

Teamwork - Working in teams offers a greater sense of belonging. By emphasizing the value of teamwork and the 

importance of collaboration we achieve better outcomes for our students. 

Respect - Respect means that you accept somebody for who they are, even when they are different from you or you do 

not agree with them. Respect in your relationships builds feelings of trust, safety, and wellbeing. 

Opportunity - We are committed to providing services, resources and encouragement that equip students and families 

for better outcomes, new futures, new hope and dignity.  

Compassion - Compassion means temporarily suspending judgment so that you can appreciate others' perspectives or 

situations when they are different from your own. To be compassionate you need to be genuinely concerned about the 

other person or people's needs. 

Community - Respect for the rights, differences, and dignity of others. Honesty and integrity with all members of the 

community. Accountability for personal behaviour 

 

 

The school has Equivalent Full Time (EFT) staff  of 33.63  comprised of 2 EFT Principal class, 13.8 EFT teaching staff 

(including 1.4 Learning Specialists) and 19.83 EFT education support staff of whom none identified as Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander. 

 

The majority of the teachers at the school have completed, or are in the process of completing, additional qualifications 

in special education and a large number of the classroom Education Support members of staff have extensive skill sets 

in the field. Paraprofessionals augment the curriculum with their diverse therapy programs, which further enriches the 

learning environment. The school is recognised as a centre of excellence in the Intensive Interaction approach and as 

a major player in the introduction and continuation of Intensive Interaction in Australia.  The Early Education Program 

for students with significant disabilities aged from 2yr 8mth – 4yr 8mth at the beginning of the calendar year, operates 
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at the school in addition to an offsite inclusive Family Playgroup on each Friday. The school-aged enrolment to begin 

2022 is anticipated to be 60.2 Effective Full Time (EFT) across two departments (juniors, and seniors) in addition to 8.5 

(EFT) Early Education positions. The school SFOE is 0.1848 and the SFO is .2417.  

 

2021 saw the school maintain and slightly improve its outstanding parent opinion survey and staff survey results with 

both surveys returning results above the state average in nearly all areas. The school was ranked as an influence 

school (highest category) in the school performance report. 

 

Since late 2019 the school has operated out of new purpose built buildings and also accommodates a regional 

professional development facility for use by schools and professional learning groups. During 2021, construction has 

begun on the final stage of our school's master plan. The final stage will deliver the specialist areas of the school and 

ensure that the whole site is both safe and purpose built. The Victorian School Building Authority (VSBA), in 

conjunction with Department of Education and Training regional office staff, will support our school over the course of 

the capital works project.  This project is anticipated to be completed midway through 2022. 

 

During 2021, the school has remained open each day during the COVID 19 crisis, catering for students at risk, children 

of frontline workers and families under stress. Acknowledgement must be made to our fantastic staff who volunteered 

to supervise onsite as well as run an extensive home program via google classrooms. We were fortunate to be one of 

the few schools in the area to not have a single positive case onsite during 2021. 

 

 

 

Framework for Improving Student Outcomes (FISO) 

Bayside Special Developmental School (BSDS) delivered on our Key Improvement Strategy to develop a targeted 

literacy approach however the Peer reflection and class observation sessions were held off until 2022 as teachers were 

already challenged working under the lockdown and Covid-19 restrictions. This was achieved by selecting and 

beginning the implementation of an evidence based literacy approach suitable for our cohort of students based on Jane 

Farrall’s Introduction to Comprehensive Literacy Instruction for Students with Complex Communication Needs.  The 

school acquired a 3 year license to access the professional learning content for all school staff via the online platform.  

The weekly progress tracker provided by the course provider shows that all classroom ES and Teachers completed the 

course.  Having a shared understanding and common language has enabled a step change in classroom staff working 

together when delivering a learning activity to achieve the best outcomes for the students (e.g. ES reads book, while 

teacher models Augmented and Alternative Communications (AAC)).  Additionally during the year a coaching 

workshop was conducted for new (and existing) teaching staff, covering the Pre-DATE tools, ABLES and Checklist of 

Communication Competencies (CCC) [where to find them, what resources are required, how to complete, what do they 

inform].Due to Covid-19 restrictions on face-to-face meetings, most Professional Development was delivered via a 

video presentation – accessed by staff in their own classroom.  This provided a review of the content from the online 

course and provided examples of how to approach the planning of the new strategies for classroom delivery.  Each 

class then worked together to plan how they would use the ‘Great 8’ teaching strategies based on a new book to be 

used in class in term 4.  

  

In the area of mathematics the Professional Development focused on the Birth to year 10 numeracy guide for which an 

online instructional training session was developed.  The Evidence Base that opened discussion of teacher beliefs 

orientation that included Connectionists, Transmission and Discovery. While the belief foundations differed, similar 

views were highlighted in the ‘discovery’ orientation that included the use of practical experiences with individual 

activity based on actions on objects. Further focus was on ‘characteristics of effective teaching of numeracy’ enabling 

the team to share their experiences regarding creating numeracy opportunities in the classroom. The module also 

explored using ‘play’ as a significant feature for meaningful learning within the framework. The Numeracy Focus Areas 

specifically looked at the language used in teaching numeracy activities.  

  

The key elements were explored and identified for each of the 10 areas. Discussion within the members of staff 

focused on recognising the comparison with the BSDS English –What level (A-D) learner’s look like etc. Linking the 
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proficiencies to the tasks placed most of the activities in understanding and fluency and staff were able to identify 

number sense activities within their programs such as morning circle, turning taking, mealtimes, cooking activities, 

games, books, songs, and stories. 

 

All classroom based staff have undertaken further professional development  via a power point presentation focused 

on introducing the birth to year 10 numeracy with an emphasis on; 

 -Presenting an overview of the guide and how it works 

- presenting the Proficiencies 

- presenting the numeracy focus areas 

- presenting the evidence base 

 

The school effectively translated to Remote and Flexible Learning across the year at short notice and worked between 

the two learning models of onsite learning and/or online learning delivery. 

  

  

Achievement 

The BSDS Assessment Timeline requirements were updated and communicated throughout the year to staff through 

department meetings, school bulletins and via email from the PLT Leader.   Teachers completed the Pre-DATE 

assessments, CCCs  and ABLES for all school aged students. Classroom staff assessed whether their students were 

classified as Emergent/Transitional/Conventional literacy learners according to the criteria set.  The outcome was 72% 

Emergent, 18% Transitional, 10% Conventional.  With 90% of our students not yet conventional literacy learners, this 

demonstrates the importance of continuing to develop the quality of our emergent literacy instruction and modelling/use 

of AAC across the school.  An electronic template for the Data Wall was created to reflect the previous three years of 

student achievement whilst there are some gaps in this data from previous years a complete set of 2021 data has been 

captured. 

 

All students who attend BSDS are funded under the Program for students with a Disability (PSD). All students have 

Individual Learning Plans (ILP) ** with mandated goals in the areas of English, Mathematics, Communication and 

Social and Personal Growth. The schools bespoke TLI model (see engagement section of this report) was a highly 

successful support strategy with ILPs developed and monitored for all students in the tutoring initiative. 

 

** Please note that this language will change to Individual Education Programs (IEP) to begin 2022 in line with the new 

funding model which is currently being rolled out. 

 

Engagement 

The school upheld its strong focus on engagement and supported students with additional assistance for learning when 

offsite via both paper based activities and through the google classrooms platform. The Tutor Learning Initiative (TLI) 

successfully supported the whole student cohort as having ‘gaps in their learning’ caused by an inability to effectively 

engage impacting their potential to progress.  Many students at BSDS rely heavily on augmented systems to 

communicate effectively and unfortunately, in most cases, those systems were underutilised by families during 

lockdown. Subsequently the school made the decision to employ a Speech Pathologist under the tutor leaning 

initiative. Every child who attends Bayside SDS has a recognised communication system, in which the classroom staff, 

have received individual training. It is planned to extend this training to families during 2022. Additionally the Speech 

Pathologist (Tutor) has introduced a Core Word program in 2021, in parallel to the Comprehensive Literacy program.  

To support the use of Core Word in literacy instruction,  an A0 size Core Word board for each classroom and 

communal space in the school was purchased. These have been welcomed by staff and students and have been 

integrated into daily programs. During 2021 an offline version was developed of Proloquo2Go. Teachers can now use 

this when planning their Shared Reading lessons to identify the pathways to the vocabulary they will be using/teaching.  
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The Roadmap of Communicative Competence (RoCC) has been completed for all students. The information and data 

collected from this will inform staff professional learning for 2022, communication supports required in classrooms ( in 

conjunction with communication audits)  and the development of IEP goals. 

 

The 2021 School Performance Report shows the school’s overall performance category is Influence with most  

indicators within the area of   School Climate and Engagement increased significantly.  Members of staff have engaged 

in targeted work to connect families into school life and to offer effective supports where needed. Attendance is 

carefully monitored with protocols in place to follow up on absenteeism.  .  

 

 

Wellbeing 

The school had a strong focus on the health and wellbeing of all school stakeholders that includes embedding 

approaches to build community connection and connectedness across the school year. This includes a whole school 

approach to social-emotional learning and engagement utilising key resources and strategies to support students and 

families, effectively identifying at risk students and providing targeted support in a timely manner. These have included 

Tier two and three plans developed for discrete teaching of specific skills/ tasks for example transitioning, data 

collection for behaviours of concern to a) guide development of a plan b) inform next steps, Individual plans to improve 

student safety and staff training as indicated. 

 

Fortnightly care team meetings have been held for two students- one in out-of-home care and one with long-term 

absenteeism.  

 

During 2021 a Mental Health Practitioner (MHP) was appointed and during the year has established familiarity and 

relationships with students. The leadership team and MHP developed a referral document for staff working with 

secondary aged students where student wellbeing concerns have been identified. Parent referrals are sent where a 

need has been identified through a review of the student wellbeing check-in or staff identification. 

 

NDIS information exchange meetings have been sustained once to twice per term to understand community-based 

therapies and share practices at BSDS. Additionally, where COVID restrictions have allowed, external therapists have 

conducted classroom observations as required.  

 

Within departments, teachers and ESS are continuing to co-create resources including Video Self Model (VSM) and 

social stories focussed on the whole school expectation. These resources reflect the opportunities for explicit teaching 

of the expectation. Collaborative planning, resource sharing and problem-solving have featured through the established 

community of practice as staff have adjusted to the primary agenda of student wellbeing during fortnightly meetings. 

 

During 2021 the Student wellbeing check-ins moved from being conducted on a fortnightly basis to being conducted 

each month, When these are submitted they are scored, and shared with department leaders each month. A data wall 

showing two-three years of tracking for personal and social capabilities has been created.  

 

 

Finance performance and position 

 

During 2021 the school received funding beyond the SRP of $7,564 Swimming in Schools Program, $446.98 

Curriculum Enhancement Grant,  $1,292.25 Mental Health Pactions in Special School and $16,776 in Targeted 

program reimbursement(s).  From the Commonwealth Government, Bayside SDS received the Sporting Schools 

Grants for two terms totaling $2,000.  Other locally raised funds included City of Kingston Schools Awards Grant, 

$193.20 bank interest $1205. and donations $500. 

The surplus balance $412,630. included $72,780 SRP credit balance and cash to be carried forward for allocation 
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towards the 2022 cash budget.  

 

All funds received from the Department, or raised by the school, have been expended, or committed to subsequent 

years, to support the achievement of educational outcomes and other operational needs of the school, consistent with 

Department policies, School Council approvals and the intent/purposes for which funding was provided or raised. 

 

 

For more detailed information regarding our school please visit our website at 
https://www.baysidesds.vic.edu.au 

 

https://www.baysidesds.vic.edu.au/
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Performance Summary 
The Performance Summary for government schools provides an overview of how this school is contributing to the objectives of the 

Education State and how it compares to other Victorian government schools. 

All schools work in partnership with their school community to improve outcomes for children and young people. Sharing this 

information with parents and the wider school community helps to support community engagement in student learning, a key priority of 

the Framework for Improving Student Outcomes. 

Refer to the ‘How to read the Annual Report’ section for help on how to interpret this report. 

SCHOOL PROFILE 

Enrolment Profile 

A total of   61 students were enrolled at this school in 2021,   21 female and   40 male. 

15 percent of students had English as an additional language and NDP percent were Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander. 

Overall Socio-Economic Profile 

The overall school’s socio-economic profile is based on the school's Student Family Occupation and Education index (SFOE). 

SFOE is a measure of socio-educational disadvantage of a school, based on educational and employment characteristics of the 

parents/carers of students enrolled at the school. Possible SFOE band values are: Low, Low-Medium, Medium and High. A ‘Low’ band 

represents a low level of socio-educational disadvantage, a ‘High’ band represents a high level of socio-educational disadvantage. 

This school’s SFOE band value is: Low 

Parent Satisfaction Summary 

The percent endorsement by parents on their school satisfaction level, as reported in the annual Parent Opinion Survey. 

Percent endorsement indicates the percent of positive responses (agree or strongly agree) from parents who responded to the survey. 

Parent Satisfaction 
Latest year 

(2021) 

School percent endorsement: 90.4% 

State average (specialist schools): 85.2% 

 

 

School Staff Survey 

The percent endorsement by staff on School Climate, as reported in the annual School Staff Survey. 

Percent endorsement indicates the percent of positive responses (agree or strongly agree) from staff who responded to the survey. 

Data is suppressed for schools with three or less respondents to the survey for confidentiality reasons. 

School Climate 
Latest year 

(2021) 

School percent endorsement: 72.8% 

State average (specialist schools): 64.9% 
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ACHIEVEMENT 

Teacher Judgement of student achievement 

Percent of results at each achievement level in English and Mathematics. 

English 

Achievement 
Level 

Latest year 
(2021) 

A 10.3% 

B 37.9% 

C 21.8% 

D 18.4% 

0.5 NDA 

F to F.5 11.5% 

1 to 1.5 NDA 

2 to 2.5 NDA 

3 to 3.5 NDA 

4 to 4.5 NDA 

5 to 5.5 NDA 

6 to 6.5 NDA 

7 to 7.5 NDA 

8 to 8.5 NDA 

9 to 9.5 NDA 

10 to 10.5 NDA 

11 to 11.5 NDA 

NA NDA 

 

Mathematics 

Achievement 
Level 

Latest year 
(2021) 

A 14.9% 

B 41.4% 

C 17.8% 

D 14.4% 

0.5 NDA 

F to F.5 10.9% 

1 to 1.5 0.6% 

2 to 2.5 NDA 

3 to 3.5 NDA 

4 to 4.5 NDA 

5 to 5.5 NDA 

6 to 6.5 NDA 

7 to 7.5 NDA 

8 to 8.5 NDA 

9 to 9.5 NDA 

10 to 10.5 NDA 

11 to 11.5 NDA 

NA NDA 
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ENGAGEMENT 

Average Number of Student Absence Days 

Absence from school can impact on students’ learning. Common reasons for non-attendance include illness and extended family 

holidays. Absence data in 2020 and 2021 may have been influenced by COVID-19. 

Student Absence 2018 2019 2020 2021 
4-year 

average 

School average number of absence days: 22.6 25.4 18.7 26.2 23.2 

 

 

Students exiting to further studies or full-time employment 

Percentage of students going on to further studies or full-time employment. 

Note: This measure refers to data from the previous calendar year. Data excludes destinations recorded as 'Unknown'. 

Student Exits 2018 2019 2020 2021 
4-year 

average 

School percent of students with positive 
destinations: 

100.0%  69.2% 100.0%  50.0%  73.7% 
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Financial Performance and Position 

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE - OPERATING STATEMENT SUMMARY FOR THE YEAR ENDING 
31 DECEMBER, 2021 

Revenue Actual 

Student Resource Package $3,371,973 

Government Provided DET Grants $931,908 

Government Grants Commonwealth $4,350 

Government Grants State $0 

Revenue Other $8,962 

Locally Raised Funds $23,330 

Capital Grants $0 

Total Operating Revenue $4,340,524 

 

Equity 1 Actual 

Equity (Social Disadvantage) $5,227 

Equity (Catch Up) $0 

Transition Funding $0 

Equity (Social Disadvantage – Extraordinary Growth) 

 

$0 

Equity Total $5,227 

 

Expenditure Actual 

Student Resource Package 2 $3,299,193 

Adjustments $0 

Books & Publications $37 

Camps/Excursions/Activities $5,078 

Communication Costs $6,901 

Consumables $45,189 

Miscellaneous Expense 3 $26,873 

Professional Development $9,655 

Equipment/Maintenance/Hire  $64,833 

Property Services $144,295 

Salaries & Allowances 4 $196,640 

Support Services $81,857 

Trading & Fundraising $5,877 

Motor Vehicle Expenses $3,639 

Travel & Subsistence $407 

Utilities $37,420 

Total Operating Expenditure 

 

$3,927,894 

Net Operating Surplus/-Deficit $412,630 

Asset Acquisitions $16,013 

(1) The equity funding reported above is a subset of the overall revenue reported by the school. 

(2) Student Resource Package Expenditure figures are as of 25 Feb 2022 and are subject to change during the reconciliation 

process. 

(3) Miscellaneous Expenses include bank charges, administration expenses, insurance and taxation charges. 

(4) Salaries and Allowances refers to school-level payroll. 
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FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2021 

Funds available Actual 

High Yield Investment Account $658,000 

Official Account $48,310 

Other Accounts $0 

Total Funds Available $706,311 

 

Financial Commitments Actual 

Operating Reserve $87,496 

Other Recurrent Expenditure $6,588 

Provision Accounts $5,000 

Funds Received in Advance $0 

School Based Programs $347,608 

Beneficiary/Memorial Accounts $0 

Cooperative Bank Account $0 

Funds for Committees/Shared Arrangements $0 

Repayable to the Department $0 

Asset/Equipment Replacement < 12 months $0 

Capital - Buildings/Grounds < 12 months $0 

Maintenance - Buildings/Grounds < 12 months $0 

Asset/Equipment Replacement > 12 months $0 

Capital - Buildings/Grounds > 12 months $0 

Maintenance - Buildings/Grounds > 12 months $0 

Total Financial Commitments $446,692 

 

All funds received from the Department, or raised by the school, have been expended, or committed to subsequent years, to support 

the achievement of educational outcomes and other operational needs of the school, consistent with Department policies, School 

Council approvals and the intent/purposes for which funding was provided or raised. 


